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Busy Yet?
“You will wonder how you kept track of anything before PIMSY.” –
Catherine C., Systems Administrator
Between Seasonal Affective Disorder + clients recovering from
holiday indulgence and trying to process family drama + insurance
authorizations updating – January can be a very busy time for
mental health! Here’s how your workload could be easier if you were
using PIMSY:

Reporting

PIMSY is able to capture more centralized data per client encounter,
thereby making it possible to provide a greater selection of reports
without requiring duplicate data entry. With PIMSY, you can see all
the analytics you care about ataglance.
PIMSY generates reports that provide data such as:
> how many times a client noshowed or cancelled
> the number of notes created to date with a particular provider and
billing code
> which clients have not been seen in a particular time period
> all the documents uploaded for your client (including insurance
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> all of the authorizations associated with a client
> detailed list of all of the payments and charges made on a client’s
account

Imagine what you could do with that level of realtime
information about your practice!
Check out more timesaving features....

CPT Code Changes for Mental
Health
Yep  it's time again: we just caught our
breath from the ICD10 transition, and
now it's time for more changes.
This time, the mental health updates
concern the Current Procedural
Terminology (CPT) codes.
Click here for all the details.

Drum Roll Please!
Now PIMSY's ataglance Dashboard
makes your practice even more efficient.
It provides a quick synopsis of
information related to: the day’s sessions;
progress & assessment notes; renewals;
alerts; and more  all broken down by role
(biller, admin, provider, etc). See more....

Happy New Year!
We're gearing up for a killer new year,
with tons of even cooler features on the
horizon. We'll keep you posted and wish
you happiness & success in 2016.
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Happy New Year to you & yours!

To your success!
_LeighAnn Renz
_Business Development & Marketing Director
_pimsyemr.com
_877.334.8512, ext 4 (toll free)
_leighann@pimsyemr.com

"If you are looking for a software that will grow as you grow and cater to your
business needs, PIMSY is it." ~ Manote Prommart
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